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Doodle Drop

The girls are a little immature overall but will adjust quickly. Whimpered as they played and tried to figure out
new sights and sounds.
The whimpering was related to being unsure and will stop once they have had a chance to build confidence
through positive experiences in new situations.
Sweet and beautiful puppies!

Pink - nervous energy. Has a lot of “want to” but is unsure of “how to”. She is squirmy when handled but not
because she doesn’t like affection, she just is unsure if she wants to play or to be held more.
Once she felt secure, she settled in and loved being held.
She wanted to explore on her own, but also wanted to cry about it a little bit. She was so cute to watch her
trying to figure out how to do everything and nothing at once because she was a little unsure if she should. A
very sweet puppy, she was very comfortable with kids and did not shy away from their activity. Once she feels
secure, she will be a dynamic companion.

Red - middle of the road/mid-moderate energy level. Happy to play and engage. She is interested to explore
on her own but loves checking back in where the people.
are. She’s a pretty easy puppy. She’s happy to engage with puppies, she’s happy to engage with people or
she’s happy to entertain herself. She calms so nicely when being handled.
She’s a nice puppy to be around. Confident but not pushy no red flags. She should transition very easily to a
new home environment.

White - confident and worked hard to get your attention. She loves affection, and when you engage with her.
She is a bouncy and happy puppy with a cute curiosity. She moves towards sound and movement to explore
and interact. She was a little squirmy when handled if it looked like there was more fun being had on the
ground. But one on one she’s very comfortable with being handled.

Pink dot (BP) - middle of the road/mid level energy. Likes to stay close. Will follow along with what “the pack”
is doing but typically wouldn’t initiate.
She builds up to engaging and is very sweet when she does.
Good with handling. She has a milder mannered puppy.
Happy and easy to be around. Could get overwhelmed if not given time to adjust.
No red flags.

https://smeragliaco.pixieset.com/floraandarchie-mediumtwoodles-born6624/
https://youtu.be/NN34EiPkFB4
https://youtu.be/NQBzPWsL3y0
https://youtu.be/aejv9isJ2zc

